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Investment casting Introduction :  

Investment casting process is a metal casting process ( also called Colloidal silica 

process in China) which is ideally suitable for complex metal shapes and high grade 

of alloy. It is worked in a special designed workshop, with strict material, Temp, 

processes controling, and offers the best casting in surface finishing, tolerance and in 

purity of alloy grade, it is the most expensive of all casting processes too.  

 

In case of its closed tolerance can be worked, Investment castings can achieve near 

net shapes with very little secondary operations required, even no need to do any 

machining again, this allows the customers to have very little waste of raw material 

and reducing overall costs.  

Stainless steel investment castings are primarily used for corrosion resistance, abrasion resistance and they typically 

do not require plating. Stainless steel is one of the most common investment casting materials, it includes various 

types of material, normally is Chrome-Nickel Stainless Steels, such as ASTM 302, 303, ASTM 304/CF8, 304L low 

carbon stainless steel, ASTM 316/CF8M, 316L and ASTM 410 etc.; also Chrome stainless steels like 1Cr13, 2Cr13, 

1Cr18, 0Cr18, Cr27 etc.  

Also, we provide non magnetic stainless steel castings and monel alloy castings for electronics applications.  

We can make all possible material according to customer¡¯s requirements.  

Welcome OEM manufacture!  
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1.  NINGBO HISUNS CO.,LTD.  

2. Add: 3/F, International Convention/Exhibition Center, No. 168 BaiZhang Road, Ningbo, 

China  

3. WebSite: http://www.hycastings.com/  

4. Sales Manager: Sam Huang  

5. Tel: +86-574-88065826  

6. Fax: +86-574-88065826  

7. E-Mail: sales@hycastings.com  

 


